English Writing Support

Writing coaches at the Schreibwerkstatt are available to support you throughout the research and writing process. Join one of our workshops or schedule a one-to-one appointment and we will help you to:

- establish writing goals
- create a writing strategy
- narrow your topic
- structure your text
- explore writing resources
- find appropriate phrases and collocations
- develop your writing style
- evaluate progress and writing goals
- navigate drafting, editing and final formatting

Open, drop-in consultations (English)
Thursdays, 10 – 12, room 52/108
eyery first Monday of the month 13-15, room 52/109

And by appointment!

Contact
Janna Gerdes, M.A.
Neuer Graben 7/9, room 52/108
49074 Osnabrück
Tel. +49 541 969 4016
janna.gerdes@uni-osnabrueck.de

For further information about our English and German writing support, please visit:
www.uni-osnabrueck.de/schreibwerkstatt
schreibwerkstatt@uni-osnabrueck.de